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We formulate a method for studying the quantum field dynamics of ultracold Bose gases confined within
optical lattice potentials, within the lowest Bloch-band Bose-Hubbard model. Our formalism extends the
two-sites results of Vardi and Anglin �Phys. Rev. Lett. 86, 568 �2001�� to the general case of M lattice sites.
The methodology is based on mapping the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian to an SU�M� pseudospin problem and
truncating the resulting hierarchy of dynamical equations for correlation functions, up to pair correlations
between SU�M� generators. Agreement with few-site exact many-particle calculations is consistently better
than the corresponding Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov approximation. Moreover, our approximation compares fa-
vorably with a more elaborate two-particle irreducible effective action formalism, at a fraction of the analytic
and numerical effort.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Strong correlation effects, which imply enhanced quan-
tum fluctuations around mean field order parameters, are
playing an increasingly important role in recent experiments
on dilute quantum gases. One strategy for boosting the im-
portance of correlations and fluctuations involves the control
of coupling parameters. Interatomic interactions can be ef-
fectively tuned by means of magnetic Feshbach resonances
�1–6�, allowing for a controlled transition into the nonunitary
regime n1/3as�1, where the effective s-wave scattering
length as is larger than the average distance between particles
n1/3 with n being the number density of the gas. Quantum
fluctuations also dominate quasi-one-dimensional systems
�7–15� where transverse confinement may be used to in-
crease the effective coupling strength g1D=2�2as / �ml�

2 �
without explicit control of the three-dimensional s-wave
scattering length. In the extreme Tonks-Girardeau strong-
coupling regime g1Dm / ��2n��1, spatial correlations dictate
the impenetrability of bosons, leading to ideal fermion-like
density distributions �8,9�.

An alternative to increasing effective interaction
strengths, is to decrease other �e.g., kinetic� terms in the
many-body Hamiltonian. In a Bose gas confined by an opti-
cal lattice, an effective momentum cutoff is introduced by
controlling the barrier heights, thus suppressing the hopping
frequency J between adjacent sites. Given N particles inter-
acting with strength U, the strong-interaction regime is
achieved for UN /J�1, as manifested in the quantum transi-
tion from a superfluid to a Mott-insulator phase �16–18�.

Considerable theoretical effort is currently aimed at devel-
oping efficient methods for the description of correlated
quantum gases, far from equilibrium but over time scales
long enough for equilibration to occur, so that the dynamical
onset of interesting quantum correlations may be studied.
Exact many-body solutions may be found numerically via
stochastic phase-space methods �19�. Another approach re-
lies on perturbations of the lowest-order mean-field theory
given by the Gross-Pitaevskii �GP� equation. The result is a

family of mean-field pairing theories. The standard zero-
temperature Bogoliubov prescription �20� gives the natural
small-oscillation modes by linearization about the GP ground
state. However, this linear response theory does not account
for the back-reaction of excitations on the condensate order-
parameter and is thus limited to small perturbations and short
time scales.

Back-reaction is accounted for within the Hartree-Fock-
Bogoliubov �HFB� theory, which prescribes a set of coupled
equations for the condensate order-parameter and pair corre-
lation functions �21–24�. Since both normal and anomalous
correlations are included, this approach comes at the cost of
ultraviolet divergences of anomalous quantities. While this
problem is relatively easy to deal with by renormalization of
the coupling parameters, a more serious issue, also related to
the inclusion of anomalous correlations, is the HFB spectral
gap �21�. This unphysical gap in the excitation spectrum re-
sults in from the breaking of U�1� gauge symmetry. For-
mally, both the GP and the Bogoliubov theories break U�1�
in selecting an arbitrary phase for the condensate order pa-
rameter. Consequently, the ground state of these effective
theories is degenerate �as opposed to the true nondegenerate
and U�1� invariant ground state�, resulting in the appearance
of spurious, zero-energy excitations, known as Goldstone
modes. While several methods have been proposed to carry
out the Bogoliubov treatment in a particle-number-
conserving fashion �25,26�, symmetry breaking in GP and
Bogoliubov is relatively mild, in that the dynamical equa-
tions remain U�1� invariant. In comparison, the inclusion of
the anomalous terms in the HFB formalism, completely re-
moves U�1� invariance, thus eliminating the Goldstone
modes associated with gauge transformations of the broken
symmetry solution and opening the spectral gap. An interme-
diate form between Bogoliubov and HFB is the HFB-Popov
�HFB-P� approximation �21,27� where U�1� symmetry is re-
stored by elimination of noncondensate anomalous terms
only. While the resulting theory is gapless, it does not con-
serve the total number of particles and is thus inadequate for
describing dynamical condensate depletion. Finally, if all
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anomalous quantities are neglected, one obtains the bosonic
Hartree Fock �HF� theory �21� which is both gapless and
conserving, but does not allow for any dynamical depletion,
since the populations of condensed and noncondensed par-
ticles are conserved separately. It is thus highly desirable to
develop a theoretical description that �a� is U�1� invariant
and hence gapless, �b� conserves the total number of par-
ticles, yet �c� allows for dynamical depletion of the conden-
sate.

Recently, a perturbative approximation scheme based on a
two-particle irreducible �2PI� effective action expansion, has
been used to study the nonequilibrium dynamics of conden-
sates in optical lattices �24� within the lowest Bloch-band
Bose-Hubbard model. Within the 2PI effective action expan-
sion, the Bogoliubov and HFB theories emerge as one-loop
and a single two-loop correction respectively, to the classical
GP action. Higher-order approximations, obtained by includ-
ing two-vertex terms in the diagrammatic expansion of the
effective action �denoted as in Ref. �24� by “2nd”� and by a
1/N expansion up to second order in the coupling strength
�denoted henceforth by “1/N”� with N being the number of
auxiliary classical fields used to approximate the quantum
field, have been compared with HFB and exact few-sites
numerical calculations. The results demonstrate some im-
provement of the higher-order approximations over HFB in
predicting the exact many-body dynamics. However, at suf-
ficiently long times all approximations fail due to interaction
effects. A nonperturbative 1/N 2PI effective action expan-
sion approach have also been developed and applied to the
equilibration of a homogeneous Bose gas in 1D �28�.

In this work we develop a mean-field theory for the de-
scription of quantum dynamics in the Bose-Hubbard model.
The technique, referred to here as Bogoliubov back-reaction
�BBR�, is a many-site extension of previous work on a two-
site model �29,30�, based on the perturbation of equations of
motion for the reduced single-particle density operator, in-
stead of the usual field operator approach. The resulting
equations involve the two-point reduced single-particle den-
sity matrix �SPDM� and the four-point correlation functions.
They contain only normal �i.e., number conserving� quanti-
ties, and are thus U�1� symmetric. The approximation con-
serves the total number of particles, yet it allows for popu-
lation transfer from the condensate to the excitations, thus
accounting for condensate depletion during the evolution.
We compare BBR calculations with full many-body numeri-
cal results for up to a hundred particles and five lattice sites,
as well as with HFB and 2PI effective action results. The
BBR results give better, longer-time predictions than current
rival approximations, at a small fraction of the theoretical
effort.

In Sec. II we present the Bose-Hubbard model and the
standard HFB approach. In Sec. III we transform the Bose-
Hubbard Hamiltonian with M lattice sites into an SU�M�
pseudospin problem, derive dynamical equations for the
SU�M� generators spanning the single-particle density opera-
tor, and truncate the resulting hierarchy of dynamical equa-
tions for correlation functions to obtain the BBR equations of
motion. Section IV contains numerical few-sites results and
comparison with HFB as well as 2PI effective action ap-
proximation methods. Discussion, conclusions and prospects
for future research are presented in Sec. V.

II. CONVENTIONAL MEAN-FIELD THEORIES: GROSS-
PITAEVSKII AND HARTREE-FOCK-BOGOLIUBOV

We begin with the standard Bose-Hubbard model Hamil-
tonian for an ultracold gas in a one-dimensional periodic
optical lattice

Ĥ = J�
i

�âi+1
† âi + âi

†âi+1� +
U

2 �
i

âi
†âi

†âiâi, �1�

where âi and âi
† are annihilation and creation operators, re-

spectively, for a particle in site i. We consider only on-site
interactions with strength U and nearest-neighbor tunneling
with hopping rate J. These approximations are justified be-
cause adjacent site interactions and next-to-nearest-neighbor
tunneling amplitudes are characteristically at least two orders
of magnitude smaller than on-site interactions and nearest-
neighbor hopping �16�. The Bose-Hubbard model is viable as
long as there are no transitions into excited Bloch bands.

Using the Hamiltonian �1� we write the Heisenberg equa-
tions of motion for the field-operators âj,

i
d

dt
âj = J�âj−1 + âj+1� + Uâj

†âjâj . �2�

The lowest order mean field theory for Bose-Hubbard model
is obtained by replacing the field operators âj, and âj

† the by
c numbers aj and aj

*. This approximation is tantamount to
assuming coherent many-body states with a well-defined
phase between sites. Rescaling a→�Na and �=Jt we arrive
at the discrete GP equation

i
d

d�
aj = �aj−1 + aj+1� + L�aj�2aj , �3�

where L=UN /J is the characteristic coupling parameter.
Within the GP mean field theory �3� fluctuations are com-
pletely neglected and the system is always assumed to be
described by a single, coherent order parameter. Therefore an
accurate description of the superfluid to Mott insulator quan-
tum phase transition is not possible. Nevertheless, qualitative
differences exist between mean field dynamics in the weak-
coupling regime L�2, where the system exhibits full-
amplitude Rabi-like oscillations, and the strong coupling
case L�2, where self-trapped motion is observed
�24,29–32�.

To go beyond the GP approximation, a higher-order mean
field theory may be formulated by adding to Eq. �2� addi-
tional equations of motion for the normal density operators
âj

†âk, and the anomalous density operators âjâk,

i
d

dt
âjâk = J�âkâj−1 + âkâj+1 + âjâk−1 + âjâk+1�

+ U�âj
†âkâjâj + âk

†âjâkâk� +
U

2
�âjâj + âkâk�� jk,

�4�
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i
d

dt
âj

†âk = J�âj
†âk−1 + âj

†âk+1 − âj−1
† âk − âj+1

† âk�

+ U�âj
†âk

†âkâk − âj
†âj

†âjâk� . �5�

Taking the expectation values of Eq. �2� and Eqs. �4� and �5�,
and using the HFB Gaussian ansatz, we truncate third- and
fourth-order moments as

�ÂB̂Ĉ	 
 �Â	�B̂Ĉ	 + �B̂	�ÂĈ	 + �Ĉ	�ÂB̂	 − 2�Â	�B̂	�Ĉ	 ,

�6�

�ÂB̂ĈD̂	 
 �ÂB̂	�ĈD̂	 + �ÂĈ	�B̂D̂	 + �ÂD̂	�B̂Ĉ	

− 2�Â	�B̂	�Ĉ	�D̂	 , �7�

to obtain the HFB equations

i
d

d�
âj = �aj−1 + aj+1� + Laj

*ajaj + L�2aj� j j
n + aj

*� j j
a � , �8�

i
d

d�
� jk

a = �� j−1,k
a + � j+1,k

a + � j,k−1
a + � j,k+1

a �

+ 2L��aj�2 + �ak�2 + � j j
n + �kk

n �� jk
a

+
L

2
�ak

2 + �kk
a ��2� jk

n* + � jk�

+
L

2
�aj

2 + � j j
a ��2� jk

n + � jk� , �9�

i
d

d�
� jk

n = �� j,k−1
n + � j,k+1

n − � j−1,k
n − � j+1,k

n �

+ 2L���ak�2 + �kk
n � − ��aj�2 + � j j

n ��� jk
n

+ L��ak
2 + �kk

a �� jk
a* − �aj

2 + � j j
a �*� jk

a � , �10�

for the mean field aj ��âj	 /�N and the two-point correlation
functions � jk

n = ��âj
†âk	−aj

*ak� /N, � jk
a ���âjâk	−ajak� /N, con-

stituting the reduced single particle density matrix.
We note that the discrete HFB equations �8�–�10� are not

UV divergent due to the natural momentum cutoff imposed
by the lattice. However, due to the existence of a nonconden-
sate anomalous density, U�1� symmetry is broken, in contrast
to the gauge-invariant original field equations �2�. U�1� sym-
metry may be restored for example, by omitting all anoma-
lous quantities, to obtain the Hartree-Fock equations

i
d

d�
aj = �aj−1 + aj+1� + L��aj�2 + 2� j j

n �aj , �11�

i
d

d�
� jk

n = �� j,k−1
n + � j,k+1

n − � j−1,k
n − � j+1,k

n �

+ 2L���ak�2 + �kk
n � − ��aj�2 + � j j

n ��� jk
n . �12�

Equations �11� and �12�, conserve separately the condensate
population � j�aj�2 and the noncondensed fraction � j� j j

n .
Thus, the HF approximation can not be used to account for
condensate depletion during the evolution. If only the non-

condensate anomalous terms are neglected, one obtains the
HFB-Popov �27� approximation, which allows for growth of
fluctuations, but conserves the condensate population, so that
the total number is not a constant of motion. In the following
section we construct a U�1� invariant mean-field theory
which conserves the total number of particles, yet includes
dynamical depletion.

III. THE BOGOLIUBOV BACK-REACTION EQUATIONS

Instead of the conventional mean-field approaches, based
on the site field operators âj, we construct a mean field for-
malism using the reduced single-particle density operator
âj

†âk, treating it as the fundamental quantity. We have previ-
ously applied this approach to the case of a two-site model
�29,30�. Here we extend it to the general M site case. It is
convenient to rewrite the Hamiltonian �1� in terms of the
M2−1 traceless operators which generate SU�M�:

ûj,k = âj
†âk + âk

†âj, 1 � k � j � M ,

v̂ j,k = − i�âj
†âk − âk

†âj�, 1 � k � j � M ,

ŵl = −� 2

l�l + 1���
j=1

l

n̂j − ln̂l+1, 1 � l � M − 1.

�13�

Since it is easily verified that

1

2 �
j=1

M−1

ŵj
2 +

1

M
n̂2 = �

j=1

M

n̂j
2, �14�

where n̂=� j=1
M n̂j is the total particle number, Eq. �1� can be

rewritten, eliminating c-number terms, as

Ĥ = J �
j=1

M−1

ûj+1,j +
U

4 �
j=1

M−1

ŵj
2. �15�

Using the SU�M� generators we construct a pseudospin
vector operator

Ŝ = �û21, û32, . . . , û31, û42, . . . , v̂21, v̂32, . . . , v̂31, v̂42,

. . . ,ŵ1,ŵ2, . . . ,ŵM−1� , �16�

so that the Hamiltonian �15� takes the form

Ĥ = J �
j=1

M−1

Ŝj +
U

4 �
j=M2−M

M2−1

Ŝj
2. �17�

The Heisenberg equations of motion for the operators Ŝi and

their products ŜiŜl then read

i
d

dt
Ŝi = J �

j=1

M−1

�
k=1

M2−1

cij
k Ŝk +

U

4 �
j=M2−M+1

M2−1

�
k=1

M2−1

cij
k �ŜkŜj + ŜjŜk� ,

�18�
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i
d

dt
ŜiŜl = J �

j=1

M−1

�
k=1

M2−1

�cij
k ŜkŜl + clj

k ŜiŜk�

+
U

4 �
j=M2−M+1

M2−1

�
k=1

M2−1

cij
k �ŜkŜj + ŜjŜk�Ŝl

+
U

4 �
j=M2−M+1

M2−1

�
k=1

M2−1

clj
k Ŝi�ŜkŜj + ŜjŜk� , �19�

where the coefficients cij
k are the structure constants of the

SU�M� group. We note that for M =2 the Hamiltonian �15�
and the dynamical equations �18� and �19� reduce to the fa-
miliar Bloch forms used in Refs. �29,30�. The M-site system
is a direct extension of the two-mode case, in that hopping
terms induce linear Rabi-like oscillations in the vw subspace,
whereas on-site interactions lead to nonlinear phase preces-
sion in the uv subspace.

The reduced single-particle density matrix is obtained

from the expectation value of Ŝ, according to

	 =
N

2
I +

1

2 �
j=1

M2−1

�Ŝj	
 j , �20�

where I is a unit matrix of order M and 
 j are the M �M
irreducible representations of the SU�M� generators �e.g.,
Pauli matrices for M =2, Schwinger matrices for M =3 etc.�.
We will therefore focus on the dynamics of the “hyper-

Bloch-vector” S��Ŝ	 /2N. The lowest-order mean-field ap-

proximation replaces the vector of operators Ŝ by the vector

of their expectation values S, thus truncating �ŜiŜj	

�Ŝi	�Ŝj	. This results in the nonlinear pseudospin-
precession form of the GP equations

d

d�
S = B�S� � S , �21�

where

B�S� = �B1,B2, . . . ,BM2−1� , �22�

with

Bj = �1, j = 1, . . . ,M�M − 1�/2,

0, j = M�M − 1�/2 + 1, . . . ,M�M − 1� ,

LSj , j = M�M − 1� + 1, . . . ,M2 − 1.
�

It is readily verified that Eq. �21� is exactly equivalent to
the discrete GP equation �3�. In addition to the conservation
of the total number Tr�	� there exist, within GP theory, M
−1 independent constants of the motion Tr�	m� with m
=2, . . . ,M −1. For example, for M =2 the GP mean-field
theory also conserves the single-particle purity Tr�	2�, which
is just the length of the three-dimensional Bloch vector. De-
viations from this classical field theory, due to interparticle
entanglement and loss of single particle coherence, will show
up as a reduction in these classically conserved quantities.

The BBR approximation is obtained by going one level
deeper in the hierarchy of dynamical equations for expecta-

tion values. Taking the expectation values of Eqs. �18� and
�19� and truncating

�ŜiŜjŜk	 
 �Ŝi	�ŜjŜk	 + �Ŝj	�ŜiŜk	 + �Ŝk	�ŜiŜj	 − 2�Ŝi	�Ŝj	�Ŝk	 ,

�23�

we obtain the BBR equations of motion

i
d

d�
Si = �

j=1

M−1

�
k=1

M2−1

cij
k Sk + L �

j=M2−M+1

M2−1

�
k=1

M2−1

cij
k �SjSk +

� jk

2
 ,

�24�

i
d

d�
�il = �

j=1

M−1

�
k=1

M2−1

�cij
k �lk + clj

k �ik�

+ L �
j=M2−M+1

M2−1

�
k=1

M2−1

cij
k ��ljSk + �lkSj�

+ L �
j=M2−M+1

M2−1

�
k=1

M2−1

clj
k ��ijSk + �ikSj� , �25�

where Sj =
�Ŝj	

2N and � jk=
�ŜjŜk+ŜkŜj	

4N2 −2SjSk. In the following sec-
tion we compare the accuracy of the BBR approximation
with respect to GP, HFB, and 2PI effective action.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to test the accuracy of the BBR approximation
compared to other methods, we carried out exact numerical
calculations for limited numbers of particles and sites �up to
N=100 particles and M =5 lattice sites�. The Hamiltonian �1�
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(d)

FIG. 1. �Color online� Population imbalance w in a two-site
system as a function of rescaled time � for L=2 �a�, L=4 �b�, L
=5 �c�, and L=10 �d�. The total number of particles is set to N
=100. Solid blue lines, corresponding to exact many-body numeri-
cal results, are compared to the GP �dotted lines�, HFB �dash-dotted
lines�, and BBR �dashed lines� approximations.
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was represented in terms of site-number states and the
N-body Schrödinger equation was solved numerically, as in
Refs. �24,29,30�. These many-body results were then com-
pared with BBR mean-field calculations, as well as with GP,
HFB, and variants of the 2PI effective action method.

In Fig. 1 the evolution of fractional population difference
for a hundred particles in two-sites, is plotted for various
values of the coupling parameter L. Within the GP mean-
field theory, full-amplitude Rabi-like oscillations are pre-
dicted in the linear regime with L�2 �Fig. 1�a��. As the
transition is made to the strong-coupling regime, the oscilla-
tion becomes increasingly more nonlinear, until when L�4
macroscopic self-trapping is attained �Figs. 1�b�–1�d��. The
value of L=4 is particularly interesting because for this cou-
pling a trajectory starting from a single-populated site be-
comes dynamically unstable when site-populations equili-
brate. In previous work we have shown that this dynamical
instability serves as a quantum-noise amplifier �29,30�, so
that the growth of the deviation of a quantum trajectory from
the corresponding GP prediction is initially exponential,
leading to a ln�1/N� slow convergence of the many-body
quantum-field results to the classical GP prediction. Thus,
while the naive expectation would be that quantum fluctua-
tions would simply grow with the coupling parameter L,
their role is in fact maximized for L=4, as evident in Fig.
1�b�. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the BBR approximation gives
a better description of the ensuing quantum dynamics, for
longer time scales, than HFB does.

Convergence of various approximations with increasing
number of particles is demonstrated in Fig. 2, where the two-
sites population dynamics is plotted for increasing particle
numbers, keeping a fixed coupling value of L=2. In addition
to the exact, BBR, and HFB results, we also plot two calcu-
lations based on the 2PI effective action approach, taken
from Fig. 5 of Ref. �24� �our exact and HFB results exactly
coincide with the corresponding lines in that figure�. Here
too, the BBR approximation �red dashed lines� gives a more
accurate description of the dynamics than any of the other
methods, attaining a nearly perfect convergence in the given
time-frame for N=80 particles. In comparison, standard HFB

fails to depict the damping of coherent oscillations, whereas
the 2PI effective action methods tend to overdamp. We note,
that in terms of formalistic complexity alone, the BBR ap-
proximation is far simpler than the noninstantaneous inte-
grodifferential equations used in the 2PI effective action
methods �24�. In fact, it is even simpler than HFB, in that
only normal quantities are involved, giving a total of nine
equations for two sites, as opposed to fifteen in HFB.

Dynamical condensate depletion is also well-depicted by
the BBR approximation. In Fig. 3 we plot the evolution of
the leading eigenvalue of the reduced single-particle density
matrix 	 and the single-particle von-Neumann entropy
−Tr�	 ln 	�, corresponding to the population dynamics of
Fig. 2. While HFB calculations seem to give an abrupt de-
viation of the predicted condensate fraction from its exact
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Evolu-
tion of atomic site populations in a
two-site system, starting with all
population in one site, for N
=20,40,80 and fixed L=2. Exact
numerical results �solid� are com-
pared with the HFB �dotted� and
BBR �red dashed lines� approxi-
mations, as well as to the two ap-
proximations based on the 2PI ef-
fective action formalism: Second
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Evolution of the leading eigenvalue
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with N=20,40,80 and L=2. Exact many-body numerics �solid blue
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and the BBR approximation �red dashed line�.
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value, the BBR results converge well, giving a reasonably
accurate description of BEC depletion.

The same qualitative behavior carries over to systems
with more than two sites. In Figs. 4 and 5, population dy-
namics and condensate depletion are shown for a three-sites
system with N=20,40,80 particles. Similarly to the two-
sites case, the BBR approximation constitutes a significant
improvement over the HFB approach, giving a better de-
scription of populations as well as coherences. The same is
also true for the four-sites case shown in Fig. 6.

The faster convergence of BBR as compared with the
HFB approximation is illustrated in Fig. 7, where character-
istic breaktimes of the two approximations in a two-sites
calculation, are plotted as a function of the total number of
particles N. As anticipated, breaktimes grow as �N when the
classical dynamics is regular �Figs. 7�a�, 7�c�, and 7�d�� and
as ln N when the classical trajectory hits the dynamical in-
stability �Fig. 7�b��. The BBR calculations give consistently
longer breaktimes, with a more regular convergence pattern.

V. DISCUSSION

The rich regime of strongly correlated many body phys-
ics, which ultracold atom experiments are now beginning to

probe, will surely not be fully conquered by any simple hi-
erarchy truncation scheme such as BBR. Nor does BBR offer
anything similar to an exact solution even to the problems to
which we have applied it in this paper; its improvements
over its rivals are incremental rather than revolutionary. On
the other hand it should be born in mind that incremental
improvements in theory are more significant in the context of
ultracold gases than in traditional condensed matter, because
in the new atomic systems samples are precisely character-
ized, controlled, and measured, and relevant microphysics is
clearly known. It is perfectly plausible in these systems that
we may come to learn important qualitative principles from
experimental discrepancies on the few percent level.

It is useful to contrast BBR with other previously pro-
posed U�1� preserving schemes. Gardiner �25� has proposed
a number-conserving variation of the Bogoliubov theory of
linearized excitations around the Gross-Pitaevskii mean field,
which does not account for back-reaction. In a closely related
work, Castin and Dum �26� suggested an equivalent Bogo-
liubov reformulation, adding to it another step in their N−1/2

perturbative expansion. This order consists of back-reactive
corrections to the Gross-Pitaevskii wave function, from the
Bogoliubov excitations, and is thus similar in spirit to our
work here. There are, however, significant differences be-
tween BBR and the scheme of Ref. �26�. First, the two theo-
ries perturb different objects. Whereas �26� uses the standard
perturbation of the condensate wave function, BBR perturbs
the reduced single-particle density matrix and is thus of es-
sentially higher order.

Another and perhaps more significant difference is the
contrast between the perturbative rigor of �26� and the self-
consistency of BBR. The formulation in Ref. �26� is a form
of standard time-dependent perturbation theory. A small pa-
rameter is identified in the Heisenberg equations of motion
for the bosonic field operator, in the presence of a Bose-
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FIG. 4. �Color online� Site populations in a three-site system as
a function of rescaled time � for N=20,40,80 and fixed L=2. Blue
�thick�, green �medium�, and red �thin� lines correspond to first,
second, and third site populations, respectively. Solid lines depict
the full many-body dynamics, whereas dotted and dashed lines cor-
respond to the HFB approximation and the BBR approximation,
respectively.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Leading eigenvalue of the reduced single-
particle density matrix 	 and single-particle entropy −Tr�	 ln 	�, as
a function of rescaled time � in a three-site system with N
=20,40,80 and L=2. Exact results �solid blue lines� are compared
to HFB calculations �dotted green lines� and BBR calculations
�dashed red lines�.
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Einstein condensate as defined by Onsager and Penrose. The
field operator is expanded systematically in this small param-
eter, and equations of motion are derived for each term, order
by order, so that the small parameter itself never appears in
any of their series of equations of motion.

Short time corrections to Gross-Pitaevskii can indeed be
considered solved by the Castin-Dum approach. However, as
with any simple time-dependent perturbation series, this
method has some finite radius of convergence in time. It is
not suitable for describing long-term, secular behavior, such
as equilibration, dephasing, or damping. The quantum de-
scription of such phenomena, which has recently attracted
much attention, requires other approaches.

The several different approaches that have been proposed
to date are all still similar to Castin-Dum in that they con-
struct equations of motion to various orders, the lowest order
being Gross-Pitaevskii, the next being Bogoliubov, and so
on. The key difference is that one seeks exact �“self-
consistent”� solutions to these perturbatively derived equa-
tions. This apparently simple-minded procedure amounts to a
partial resummation of the Castin-Dum perturbation theory,
to all orders. Like most partial resummations, its accuracy is
difficult to assess analytically with any rigor. But unlike the

Castin-Dum approach, it is in principle able to capture secu-
lar behavior.

A simple illustration of the difference between the two
approaches would be an effective equation of motion for a
damped particle. If to first order in  one obtains the equa-
tion of motion ẍ+2ẋ=0, then the Castin-Dum approach
would produce the approximate solution x�t�=A+Bt−Bt2.
The self-consistent approach yields x�t�=A+Be−2t. For an
oscillator which really is damped in some way, the second
approach is qualitatively better at late times; and with some
tuning, it might well be made quantitatively accurate. Check-
ing whether this long-time accuracy is really obtained, how-
ever, can be quite nontrivial, because the higher powers of 
that are included in the exponential are in the strictest sense
inconsistent, given the perturbative derivation of the equa-
tion itself. It is a similar kind of nontrivial assessment that
our paper has provided, for simple systems of equations that
model interacting quantum gases instead of single damped
particles.

The merits of BBR that we would like to emphasize,
along with its very reasonable level of accuracy, are its sim-
plicity and its direct relation to experimental reality. It in-
volves only quantities which are directly observed in single-
and two-particle number-conserving measurements, and it
respects the fact that in current quantum gas laboratories at-
oms are neither created nor destroyed. And it is conceptually
and computationally straightforward.

In one sense it is of course conceptually all too straight-
forward: as with all hierarchy truncation schemes since Bolt-
zmann’s, it is an uncontrolled approximation, whose accu-
racy is therefore arguably as much a puzzle as it is a solution.
Insofar as truncating a hierarchy at a deeper level is grounds
for expecting higher accuracy, however, the advantage of
BBR is clear: it is a truncation at fourth order in field opera-
tors, compared to only second order for HFB. Deeper level
truncation often involves proliferation of terms, to the point
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Site populations in a four-site system as a
function of rescaled time � for N=20,40,80 and fixed L=2. Blue,
green, red, and cyan lines �in decreasing order of thickness� corre-
spond to first, second, third, and fourth site populations, respec-
tively. Solid lines depict the full many-body dynamics, whereas
dotted and dashed lines correspond to the HFB approximation and
the BBR approximation, respectively.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Characteristic times at which the Carte-
sian distance between the exact Bloch vector and its HFB �green,
crosses� and BBR �blue, circles� approximants, reaches a predeter-
mined threshold, as a function of N for L=1 �a�, L=4 �b�, L=6 �c�,
and L=10 �d�. The break threshold is set to 0.2 in �a�–�c�, and to
0.05 in �d�.
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of sharply diminishing returns in accuracy versus effort; but
BBR avoids this, and manages to use fewer equations than
HFB, because it eliminates all anomalous terms.

This leads us to conclude by indicating some of the po-
tential future applications of the results of this paper. Why do
hierarchy truncations often work as well as they do? What
determines the best way of truncating a hierarchy? These are
questions that have been raised ever since Boltzmann’s
stosszahlansatz produced the arrow of time, but they have
yet to be fully answered. With current experimental capabili-
ties for precise and controlled measurements on ultracold
gases, introducing a physically motivated alternative trunca-
tion scheme, as this paper has done, may contribute to new
progress on these questions.

Finally, another conceptual merit of BBR is that because
it is based on the single particle density matrix, rather than

just the macroscopic wave function, it makes such a concep-
tually important quantity as the single particle entropy—the
entropy of Boltzmann—a basic ingredient in the theory,
rather than a perturbative afterthought. Rethinking entropy,
heretofore mainly in the context of quantum information and
computation theory, is another major thrust of current phys-
ics; the alternative viewpoint offered by BBR may poten-
tially be of some value in a broader conception of this
project.
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